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“‘Meaningless! Meaningless!’ says the Teacher. 

‘Utterly meaningless! Everything is meaningless. 

What do people gain from all their labors at which 

they toil under the sun?’”

Ecclesiastes 1: 2-4



ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

I’m an award-winning filmmaker, as well as an award-winning editor and a colorist. I graduated 

with a B.A. in Film Studies from Yale University in 2015. I currently live in New York City. I’m the 

founder of Bowman Pictures LLC, a NYC-based production and post-production company.

My first short film, the award-winning Lean on Him, played in several film festivals. My latest 

short film, the multi-award-winning Saturday Grace, was selected to play in six festivals and two 

exhibitions, including the Academy Award-qualifying Reel Sisters of the Diaspora Film Festival.

My focus is primarily on nuanced, faith-based stories centering women and people of color. My 

mission is to work on films that inspire, entertain, and educate. I believe that cinema can and 

should challenge society and help create meaningful change.



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

COVID-19 continues to impact everyday life. Illness, financial insecurity, isolation, and fear 

plague us all. Not to mention the gruesome news of police brutality. Feeling helpless, it became 

important for me to not sink into despair. I connected and re-connected with as many people as 

possible to feel less alone. I also began reading more. As a Christian, I undertook reading the 

Bible in full in order to make some sense of my life. This brings me to the Book of Ecclesiastes.

It’s one of the most unique parts of the Bible. In a text filled with assurance about how to live life, 

Ecclesiastes questions everything. Nothing is noteworthy; everything has been done “under the 

sun.” Pursuing possessions, fame, pleasure,  wisdom, and even righteousness are described as 

“chasing after the wind” and “meaningless.” The almost-relentless pessimism only gives way at 

the end, when the author states we must rejoice in whatever gifts God may give us in our short 

lives. 

This is the perfect time to create a short film that captures the ambivalence of human life.



STORY & THEME

In Under the Sun, After the Wind, an isolated Black woman lives in a barren white room. She can 

only interact with the outside world via her cell phone. The images, which she passively 

consumes, progress from cute animal videos to materialistic bragfests to news reports of 

disease, destruction, and death. Slowly, the chaotic images project into her room. There seems 

to be no escape; the Woman breaks down. A glimmer of hope shines through when she sees the 

hard work of volunteers, protestors, and first responders. But is it enough?

This cinematic adaptation of the Book of Ecclesiastes illustrates how pessimism and optimism 

clash within one woman as she sees the world going to hell around her. Ultimately, Under the Sun, 
After the Wind reminds all of us that, though fear, cruelty, and injustice plague our lives, we can’t 

afford to sink into despair. Too much is at stake.



INFLUENCES



PORTRAIT OF A BLACK MAN

Link: https://vimeo.com/439737384

Director / DP / Editor / Sound Design: Morgan Cooper

A visual poem on the dangers of being a Black man in America, this short film uses striking 

visuals and voiceovers from Tupac Shakur, James Baldwin, and Martin Luther King, Jr. The lead 

actor relies on his body, emotions, and environment to pull off an interesting performance.



PORTRAIT OF A BLACK MAN



Dreamland

Link: https://vimeo.com/413931338

Director: Colin Read

DP: Ruben Woodin Deschamps

“To make the official video for Dreamland, we prepared and sent Glass Animals’ Dave Bayley 

everything he needed to shoot the music video himself, in his his own apartment…” Great use of 

projection imagery and a one-take to create a dreamlike experience.



Dreamland



PRODUCTION



INT. CYCLORAMA 
STUDIO

This space is where the Woman lives and 

mindlessly scrolls through her phone. Her 

“room” and her prison. The lifelessness of the 

space emphasizes her isolation and contrasts 

strongly with the “liveliness” of the Internet. 

The line between real life and online life blurs 

when the online images begin to project onto 

the cyclorama studio.



INT. CYCLORAMA 
STUDIO



INT. THE INTERNET

A sensory-overload digital landscape filled 

with videos, articles, comments, and react 

emojis. It’s frivolous, educational, and 

disturbing –– all at once. 

For legal reasons, the “Internet” of the short 

film must consist of free archival clips and clips 

sourced from other free sources (family, 

friends, colleagues, etc.).



PROJECTION ART

The visual centerpiece of this short film is the 

projections. Because the actor mainly plays off 

of the projected images, the projector is 

effectively the co-star.

Vivid, scary, and compelling imagery expands 

from the Woman’s phone to her face, body, and 

the whole room.

Front projection will primarily be used.



PROJECTION ART

Rear projection can be used at the end when 

the Woman contemplates her next steps. 

It will symbolize the internal change the 

Woman experiences after seeing the positive 

actions of humanity online.



PROJECTION ART

Information on/Examples of Projection Art

https://nofilmschool.com/2017/05/use-projectors-films-music-videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvYBAIZi9I4

https://petapixel.com/2018/01/22/use-projector-lighting-tool-creative-portraits/

https://vimeo.com/135289302



PROJECTION ART



PROJECTION ART



OVERALL VISUAL AESTHETIC

The color palette is a clash between the empty white space of the Woman’s room and the 

multitude of colorful imagery on the Internet. For a while, the two spaces are seperate. But, over 

time, the colors and images of the Internet bleed into the white space.

The frame rate is mainly 23.976 fps. Over time, the frame rate slows down and speeds up as 

images from the Internet are projected onto the walls. This illustrates the disorientation the 

character feels. 

If possible, multiple cameras (a main cinema camera and a side camera -- like a GoPro) at 

different angles should be used to underline the character’s sense of unease and paranoia.

NOTE: the higher the frame rate, the more apparent the flickering from the projector will be.



COLOR PALETTE

Room &

Woman’s clothes



COLOR PALETTE

Internet



CHARACTER & CASTING REFERENCES

Because the main character doesn’t speak,  it’s important to cast an actor that can express 

herself purely physically. She’s a Black woman in her late 20s. She should be non-descript (no 

tattoos, unique hairstyles, etc), so as to perfectly fit the role of an average person 

enraptured/repelled by online media. The following images are for reference only. The key is to 

find an actor with a similar look and presence. 

The voiceover should be from an older Black woman. For example, she should sound like Maya 

Angelou. Someone who seems wise without sounding world-weary.







WARDROBE REFERENCES

The wardrobe should be bland. The muted colors of the clothes will help ground this 

experimental short film in some realism. 

The clothes should be conducive to visible projection images.



POST-PRODUCTION



EDITING & PACING

Overall, the short film will cut between the worlds of the room and the Internet. A 

straightforward shot/reverse shot approach. The editing between the worlds quickens as the 

media the Woman consumes becomes more and more disturbing.

The editing reaches a climax when the Woman turns off her phone...and the phone turns back 

on. The projector fills the space with awful images. We rapidly cut between different angles of 

the Woman in distress.

The final image of the Woman picking up her phone and standing motionless should be one 

interrupted shot.



MUSIC & SOUND DESIGN

The music should reflect the experimental nature of the piece and also support the 

progression of media the main character consumes: frivolous, disturbing, and then 

peaceful. It also has to sound unabashedly electronically and industrial. Think Dark 

jazz/Doom Jazz with a minimoog thrown in. 

The sound design largely consists of the voiceover and the sounds from the videos that 

the Woman watches online. The Woman screams, but, besides that, there isn’t any 

dialogue from her. The video noises should devolve from coherent to unintelligible. In the 

end, everything is quiet as the Woman figures out what she has to do next.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mq1nULtY2VE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mq1nULtY2VE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLx_x5Fuzp4


VFX

This will mainly consist of piecing together collages, streams, and montages of media from free 

and cleared sources online. The more distorted and chaotic, the better.



“Now all has been heard; here is the conclusion of the 

matter: Fear God and keep his commandments, for 

this is the duty of all mankind. For God will bring 

every deed into judgment, including every hidden 

thing, whether it is good or evil.”

Ecclesiastes 13: 13-14



THE 
END


